I N T R O D U C I N G

The Phone Built for 5G Speed
The Celero 5G is the total package, offering high-powered performance
wrapped in a striking body. Uniting a premium design with quad cameras,
long-lasting power, and blazing speed, the Celero 5G gives you the feel
and functionality of the world’s best smartphones—minus the price tag.

5G Speed +
So Much More
The network of tomorrow is yours
today with the Celero 5G in hand.
Experience blazing-fast, strong
connections for smooth streaming,
reliable GPS, and nearly instant
uploads and downloads.

From immersing yourself in
augmented reality and virtual
reality apps to live streaming your
experience at a concert or
sporting event, the future is
here—and it starts with speeds
like you’ve never seen before.

6.517”
HD+ Display
A Screen Meant to Be Seen
Immersion is easy on the Celero
5G. Ideal for entertainment and
productivity alike, this expansive
screen offers brilliant views plus
one-handed comfort.
20:9 aspect ratio is great for
movies and games.
V-notch leaves ample space for
watching and swiping.

6.517”

Triple Rear
Cameras

8MP Front
Camera

No-Compromise Capture
Triple rear cameras are fit from
any scenario, from epic wide
views to astonishing details.
Remember every event and
accomplishment with a
high-quality camera that’s
always in your pocket.

“Likeable” Selfies
Give your followers something to
smile about. Snap sensational
selfies and capture life as you
live it. Solo, with furry friends, or
at jaw-dropping locations—it’s all
share-worthy on the Celero 5G.
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16MP Main Camera
f/1.8
77° FOV
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2MP Depth Camera
f/2.4
87° FOV
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5MP Ultra-Wide
Angle Camera
f/2.2
115° FOV
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Side
Fingerprint
Sensor
Safeguard Your Phone
Tap to seamlessly lock or unlock
your device while keeping it
secure. Fingerprint access is
simple to use and protects your
photos, messages, apps, and
personal info—all while keeping
your screen smudge-free.

4,000mAh
Battery
Hours of Enjoyment
Work hard and play harder with
power to spare. This long-lasting
battery lasts for hours, so your
on-device activities aren’t cut
short. Stream, browse, share, and
follow GPS all day long.*

*Usage time and performance may vary depending
on applications use and network connectivity.

Free Unlimited 24/7
Access to Live Doctors
On Your Celero 5G
With the Boost Mobile Unlimited Plus plan,
you get complimentary access to K Health,
which offers stress-free health care for you
and your children (age 3+). Simply sign up
for an account and enjoy 24/7 access to
board-certified doctors, straight from
your phone.
+ Prescriptions, routine care, and much more
+ No insurance required
+ Quality care that’s private and secure

Specifications
Platform: MT6833V/ZA (5G-C)
Operating System: Android R
Network Bands:
GSM:B 2/3/5/8
UTMS: B1/2/4/5/8
LTE:B2/4/5/12/25/26/41/66/71/7/20/1/3/13/8
/28/B38/40
NR:n71/66/25/41
Sensor: Accelerometer (G Sensor);
Proximity Sensor; Light Sensor;
E-Compass; Gyro; Sar Sensor; Barometric
Memory: 64GB ROM + 4GB RAM

Rear & Front Camera:
Rear: 16MP
Wide: 5MP
Depth: 2MP
Front: 8MP
I/O: Type C USB2.0
Acoustics & Fingerprint: Speaker
Size: 1712 Box; Receiver:0809HAC;
2 Mics; Power Key Fingerprint
Dimensions: 166.66*76.4*8.7mm
Battery & Others:
4000mAh & Charger 15W

